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Dubai: Miracle Garden & Global Village Combo with Transfer

Dubai, United Arab Emirates | Amusement Park

Tour Description

 

Immerse yourself in 90 cultures and different countries at the Global Village and feast your eyes on the
stunning colors of the world's largest natural flower garden at Dubai Miracle Garden. Save time by booking
your entry tickets and transportation in a convenient combo tour. Admire stunning flowers and colors,
snapping photos to make all your friends on Instagram jealous. Marvel at the ingenuity of the unique
sculptures made of natural flowers. Next, be taken to the Global Village to visit 27 national-themed pavilions
conveying over 90 different cultures. Discover shops, cultural performances, food, and more in this
enchanting destination.

Inclusions

Shared transfer
Miracle Garden entry ticket
Global Village entry ticket

Note : Pick up available from Hotels and Apartment in Deira , Burdubai & Sheikh Zayed Area in Dubai ( For
ther Locations kindly Choose Our private Tour)

Exclusion

Food

Cancellation Policy

All Cancellations made 48 hours prior to the Tour departure time will have full refund
If Cancellation made within 48 hours to your Tour departure time 100% charges will be applicable 
No Shows are non refundable
If eligible for Refund your Amount will be returned back to your Account within 7 working days.
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https://www.bookingnear.com/tour/city/united-arab-emirates/dubai
https://www.bookingnear.com/tour/country/united-arab-emirates
https://www.bookingnear.com/tour/detail/dubai-miracle-garden-global-village-combo-with-private-transfer
https://www.bookingnear.com/tour/detail/dubai-miracle-garden-global-village-combo-with-private-transfer


Important Information

The pick-up/drop-off timing on Sharing transfers can be modified as per the trip schedule by 30 to 60
minutes, depending on traffic conditions and your location.
Pick up available from Hotels and Apartment in Deira , Burdubai & Sheikh Zayed Area in Dubai
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